Jefferson Science Associates, LLC
Managing and Operating the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
for the U.S. Department of Energy

FY2017 JSA Initiatives Fund Proposal Summary Sheet
Proposal title

Support of Satellite Users Group Meetings at APS and DNP Conferences

New
proposal

Renewal

Total funds
requested

To be completed by JSA: Total funds awarded

Total leveraged support /
Matching funds * See Note
below.

$6000

$12000

$4,650

Note: Identify in your budget proposal the source, type and amount of support from each institution.
Principal Investigator (PI)

Institutional affiliation
Mailing address
Email / phone #

Lawrence Weinstein, User Group Chair
Old Dominion University
Norfolk, VA 23529
weinstein@odu.edu; 757 683 5803

Co-PI (if more than 1
add pages with information)
Institutional affiliation
Mailing address
Email / phone #

Check one category: If PI is a Lab employee, your identification of the appropriate Associate Director below represents the acknowledgement of that AD with your
submittal of proposal. No signature required.
Lab employee

If Lab employee, Associate director
(email / phone)

Lab user

If Lab user, University affiliation. Joint
appointees, identify Lab division
association.

Other

If Other, Institutional affiliation

Executive summary including the projected begin/end dates. Project Start Date (mm/yy)
Add additional pages if necessary.

01/17

Project End date (mm/yy)

12/17

The Users Group Board of Directors requests funds to support two satellite users meetings in conjunction with the APS "April Meeting" and the DNP
Fall Meeting. Our past experience has shown that the cost for AV equipment and refreshments at these meetings typically reach $2500 for the Fall
and $3000 for the Spring, since we are typically required to use the services of the official conference organizers/hotels. We include $500 contingency
to account for inflation and/or increased attendance. In fact the cost for the satellite meetings combined from last fall and this spring is very close to
$6000.
Leveraged support mainly from Jefferson Lab and UG Board universities in the form of travel expenses and registration for about 4 speakers for each
meeting. With an estimated average expense of $1500 per person per meeting, this yields $12k in leveraged support.

Jefferson Science Associates, LLC
Managing and Operating the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
for the U.S. Department of Energy

Proposal title

Support of Satellite Users Group Meetings at APS and DNP Conferences

Principal Investigator (PI)

Lawrence Weinstein, User Group Chair

Synopsis of scientific, educational, technical, and/or business merits, and alignment with and significance to Lab’s current program. Add additional pages if necessary.

The spring satellite meeting is an excellent venue to enhance communication between users and the laboratory, allowing direct communication at a major APS meeting
with strong involvement from the larger nuclear physics community held far from Jefferson Lab, and often attended by users not regularly present at the laboratory. We
consider this an extremely important “outreach” effort to the important constituency of present and potential future users. Similar considerations apply to the Fall meeting of
the DNP. We plan again to have presentations on Jefferson Lab and Users Group news by Lab management and the UG chair or designate at both meetings.
We estimate that we had about 60 attendees at the most recent April APS meeting. We had fewer attendees at the DNP Satellite workshop because it was in the evening.
We will try to hold future satellite meetings during lunch.

Proposed evaluation plan to measure success. If this is a request for renewal of funds, assessment of prior year performance. Add additioinal pages if necessary.

Attendance at the satellite meetings, and feedback from users will be used to assess the effectiveness of this activity. We have received many strongly positive comments
from attendees at the last few meetings.

Your proposal may include letters of endorsement and other supporting information. A maximum of 10 additional pages may be appended to this
proposal form.

Budget Proposal
Proposal Title

Support of Satellite Users Group Meetings at APS and DNP Conferences

Principal Investigator (PI)

Total funds requested

Lawrence Weinstein, User Group Chair
To be completed by JSA: Total funds awarded

$6000

$4,650

Item Description

Amount

Equipment. Lab users submitting proposals that include equipment to be used at the Lab must review with the appropriate Lab Associate Director.
The provision of the name of the AD below represents the AD's acknowledgement. No signature required.
Associate Director:

Subtotal Equipment
Travel Support. Provide break-out of estimates for registration fees, lodging and transportation, catering, and facility charges (room rentals, AV
equipment; etc.)

0

Subtotal Travel

0

Subtotal Supplies

0

Subtotal Consultants/Subcontracts

0

Supplies

Consultants/Subcontracts

Other Expenses. Examples include stipends and honoraria, prizes, awards. The JSA Initiatives Fund Program does not support salaries and
salary-related expenses, or indirect expenses. Describe other expenses below.

Satellite Meeting Support for 2017 DNP Fall and APS "April" meetings

$6000

Subtotal Other Expenses

$6000

Total Budget Proposal

$6000

Budget Justification and Leveraged Support/Matching Funds information. Identify the source, type and amount of support from each institution. For
in-kind support, provide estimate of value. Your identification of the authorized representative who has committed institutional support for your
proposal represents the acknowledgement of that individual. If support or funds are provided by the Lab, identify the associate director (or equivalent)
as the authorized representative. Add additional pages if necessary.

The cost of our two most recent Satellite meetings, DNP 2015 and APS 2016 was about $5800, We expect the costs in 2017 to be very similar and
request an additional $200 to cover unforeseen contingencies. Where appropriate, we will have lunch meetings to keep the cost down and the
attendance up. We provide the participants with lunch boxes and drinks chosen to be reasonably priced. Furthermore, for both meetings we must
rent AV equipment and projection screens. While the costs are relatively high (due to the requirement to use the commercial service of conference
organizers/hotels), we believe that the value of these meetings more than justifies them.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Satellite meetings at the major APS meetings relevant to Jefferson Lab users (DNP fall
meeting, APS April meeting) have a long tradition and are routinely organized by all
major user facilities. They are instrumental both in reaching out to existing users that are
further away and cannot (or do not) attend annual UG meetings, as well as a “good-will”
outreach effort to potential future users and the Nuclear Physics community at large.
The Jefferson Lab User Group Board of Directors attempts to enhance communication
between the laboratory and users by sponsoring two satellite meetings at the Spring
American Physical Society Meeting and at the Fall APS Division of Nuclear Physics
Meeting. The satellite meetings are typically hosted by the attending board members,
who travel to the meeting using support from their own research grants. The meetings last
about 1½ to 2 hours, and typically have reports from the laboratory, discussion of physics
topics of interest, and a report from the User Group Board. They offer an additional
method of communicating to users that, being verbal, informal and interactive is often
more useful than much of what is distributed electronically. Most notably, they have
opened an important channel for the users to provide the Board and the laboratory with
very valuable feedback - perhaps because the meetings have tended to be relatively small,
with about 40-60 attendees.
The User Group has typically run “bare bones” satellite meetings, where our expenses are
the rental fees for audio-visual equipment and a small amount for food and (nonalcoholic) drinks for the meeting attendees. Our most recent two satellite meetings, at the
DNP (2015) and the APS (2016), cost ~$2800 and ~$3000, respectively. The sum of the
two is close to the requested budget, and so we again request $6000 for the two meetings
plus unforeseen contingencies. We plan to continue minimizing costs and will return all
unexpended funds.
Matching contributions are in the form of work by typically two organizers and six
speakers (1 + 3 for each meeting); about 1-2 weeks are needed to prepare the meeting and
talks. Participation also requires attendance at the APS meeting, which means typically a
couple of days of travel and registration fees with total expenses often exceeding $1500
per person, yielding estimated expenses of over $12000.
At the 2014 DNP Fall meeting and the 2015 APS Spring Meeting, we averaged well over
50 attendees, who gave very positive feedback. Questions from the users pointed towards
the usefulness of these meetings to keep enhancing the frequency of open exchange
between the user community and the laboratory. Furthermore, these satellite meetings are
sometimes attended by people from the funding agencies. This has proven to be a very
useful avenue of communication between the users and their funding agencies on
common issues to the User community.

